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ABSTRACT
A fast, reliable, and objective estimation of oil-palm leaf area index, or LAI, which is directly related with canopy response to global environmental change, could help the management of large industrial estates towards precision farming in several ways. Besides field LAI measurements, that can reveal very long and complicated, remote sensing can provide a means to extract this information exhaustively at a large scale in a limited time, as long as a robust model had been calibrated. The present work analyses two scales: a single oil-palm tree on one hand, and a block of palm trees on the other hand. It tests a protocol adapted to palm plantation structure to seek correlations between the radiometric information derived from a satellite image acquired at very high spatial resolution (0.7m per pixel) by Quickbird sensor, and field measurements performed in the fields with a LICOR LAI-2000 Plant Canopy Analyser. Finally, we derived linear models to predict LAI at the two scales: for the whole block and for an individual tree, obtained respectively with 76% and 58% of correlation, and a respective precision of LAI restitution of 0.5 and 0.9. These results are then discussed in terms of operability and usefulness, and some possible improvements are proposed, as well as future perspective given by remote sensing opportunities.

INTRODUCTION
The Leaf Area Index (LAI), defined as the total surface of green leaves included per square meter (Watson, 1947), is a key biophysical parameter in process-based models of vegetation canopy response to global environmental change, and plant physiological scenario prediction (Vargas et al., 2002; Coyea & Margolis, 1994; Granier et al., 2000). It is also a quite accurate index for direct evaluation of crop foliar development, related to crop agronomic status (Righi & Bernardes, 2008; Naert et al., 1990). In particular for oil palm trees, a fast, reliable, and objective
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estimation of LAI could help managing planting density, pruning, and even nutritional management of large industrial estates towards precision farming. Besides field LAI measurements, that can reveal very long and complicated (Jonckheere et al., 2004), remote sensing can provide a means to extract this information exhaustively at a large scale in a limited time, as long as a robust model had been calibrated (Baret & Guyot, 1991; Jonhson et al. 2002).

The objective of the present study is to work at two scales, in order to derive from a satellite multispectral image acquired at very high spatial resolution, on one hand, the mean LAI of a block of palm trees and, on the other hand, the accurate LAI of a single tree. Such images like those acquired by Quickbird sensor provide details as small as 70cm, giving precise information of individual palm trees in four spectral bands: blue, green, red, and near-infrared spectral domains of light. Vegetation indices can thus be calculated either for a single tree, or as the mean of a block of trees. Scientists then commonly assume that radiometric indices, such as NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index), are positively correlated to LAI. It has been confirmed for oil-palm groves (McMorrow & Seng-Heng, 2000) but it is often reminded that the quality and reliability of such relationship is clearly dependant of the complexity of the canopy (Colombo et al. 2002), and suffer from noise coming from the structure of palm trees and/or plantations (McMorrow, 1995).

We thus propose in this study to calibrate a model of estimation of LAI from multispectral remote sensing data that take into account the largest variability of situations that can be encountered in an oil-palm estate, carefully adapting protocols and measurements to this specific object and its mode of plantation.

**MATERIALS AND METHOD**

The principle of this work is to seek for relationships that may exist between actual LAI, as it can be measured in the fields, and radiometric indices that can be extracted from multispectral remote sensing data. Therefore, these two kinds of data first have to be acquired separately, but synchronously, and then to be confronted. Experiments took place in 2008, from May to July, in Padang Halaban Estate, located in North Sumatra near the city of Rantauprapat (Indonesia). This estate covers about 7210 hectares of planted and exploited palm trees, grouping four different vegetal materials and ranging from ages of plantation from four to twenty-one years. It thus offers a very large panel of situations to work towards the most generic model than possible.

**GROUND-TRUTH DATA**

We performed a field survey covering the whole area of the plantation, using Licor LAI-2000 Plant Canopy Analysers. Two independent devices were simultaneously operating (cf. Figure 1): (A) was fixed on a tripod in an open area to acquire the amount of radiation of the incident light each 15 seconds, while (B) was mobile under the oil-palm trees to acquire the amount of radiation of light transmitted by the canopy, following different protocols. A “45°” cap was used to mask the operator’s sector of lens field of view, for each device. After co-calibration of the two devices, both measurements A and B are processed in the C2000 (©Licor) software to derive the interception factor and thus the LAI of the canopy.

1. To measure the LAI of an individual tree, we performed 12 acquisitions regularly distributed around the stipe circumference to take into account the tree
architecture, and with the PCA's cane stuck to the stipe and the lens looking to the edge of the canopy. These measurements were then averaged before processing.

(2) To evaluate the mean LAI for an entire block of trees (about 3000 individuals planted at angles of an equilateral triangle), we crossed several times the block from East to West and forward, stopping each 30m and acquiring four measurements with different orientation of the lens. The whole set of measurements is averaged before processing, and a factor of clumping is used in C2000 to take into account the grove structure.

Figure 1: Principle of LAI2000-PCA acquisitions using two devices respectively located (A) in an open area distant from any obstacle at least more than 3.5 times the height of this obstacle, and (B) below the vegetation cover to be analyzed. (A) acquires the incident radiation coming from the sun while (B) acquires the transmitted radiation through the canopy.

REMOTE SENSING IMAGE

We programmed a Quickbird image over Padang Halaban Estate, acquired in June, the 8th 2008 (cf. Figure 2). It consists in multispectral images at 2.4m and a panchromatic image at 0.70m. Those images were calibrated and orthorectified using the ENVI (©ITT) software. NDVI was then calculated as the ratio of the difference of infrared and red radiance and their sum, extracted from the multispectral image. Individual tree radiance was derived as the mean radiance of pixels belonging to a circle of 9m in diameter, centred on the palm tree digitalized by photo interpretation in the panchromatic image. Block radiance was derived as the mean radiance of pixels belonging to the rectangle defined by blocks borders in the original multispectral image.

Due to the amount of clouds and cloud-shadows that cover part of the satellite image, only 21 visited blocks were visible in this image, and 60 of the measured individual trees.
Figure 2: Satellite image acquired by Quickbird sensor at 2.4m/pixel in June 2008, displayed in false-color composition shifted to the infrared (vegetation appears red).

CORRELATION MODELS

Linear models were derived under “R” software, in the form:

\[ \text{LAI} = C_1 \times \text{NDVI} + C_2 \]

For LAI estimation of individual trees, 30 sets of (calibration+validation) couple were randomly extracted from the whole population of 60 individuals, containing 40 individuals for the calibration and 20 for the validation. Linear regression was then performed for each couple, with the determination of C1, C2, determination coefficient, correlation coefficient, and root mean square error. The stability of the estimation of these five parameters was very strong, proving that a reliable model can be established on the base of this population.

For LAI estimation of the whole block, the total set of 21 blocks was used in a cross-validation iterating process, because the dataset is too small to follow the same
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlation between LAI and NDVI inside the ground-truth data set is of, respectively, 76% for the blocks, and 58% for the individual trees. This means that a strong correlation exists for the mean LAI of blocks but that values are more scattered for trees (see figures 3 and 4).

This dispersion can be explained by radiometric noise due to palm-tree architecture, either in the LAI2000-PCA or the satellite measurements, or to inadequate protocol of measurements in the field. Also, other indices than NDVI (eg. SAVI or EVI, cf. Baret & Guyot, 1991) might present a higher correlation with LAI in this particular case and might be tested.
Figure 4: Correlation between LAI measured in the field with LAI2000-PCA and NDVI extracted from the remote sensing multispectral image, for blocks of about 3000 palm trees.

Resulting models predict LAI values with a respective precision of 0.5 (about 10% of relative precision) at the block scale, and 0.9 (about 15% of relative precision) at the individual tree scale. LAI of the oil palm blocks is thus clearly predictable with robustness and efficiency thanks to this model. Applying the relationship to each digitalized block in the satellite image allows drawing the whole map of LAI over the plantation (figure 5). Then, such digital map can be directly integrated in a Geographical Information System (GIS) for analysis and management, or in a physiological model working at the tree-population scale. It is also a convenient tool for field-agronomists and planters to plan targeted visits.

On the other side, the relationship obtained for one single tree retains too much error of prediction (close to a unit of LAI on a scale from 0 to 5) to be directly useful for the agronomist. It thus has to be analysed further before an actual operability, either for management of canopy density or for models of vegetation growth. However, it gives a valuable information on the relative distribution of vegetation density inside the parcel, for instance to detect and map any intraparcellar heterogeneity, for stress management. Linear model can be applied to each digitalized palm in the satellite image to get the exact LAI map of any parcel at the tree scale (see example given Figure 6a). As palm-tree digitalization might be a long and tough task at a large scale such as a whole industrial estate, it might also be used directly on the multispectral image pixels. Figure 6b presents for instance the result for the same block than in Figure 6a, showing that the same spatial and quantitative
information is given by such map, as long as the exact contour of the tree is not needed. It thus provides the agronomists with a fast and efficient tool to map any irregularity in the vegetation growth, as well as holes in the canopy, at the tree level.

Figure 5: LAI MAP of Padang Halaban Estate in 2008: mean LAI per management blocks. Copyright CIRAD2008.
CONCLUSION

Radiometric information extracted from multispectral remote sensing images acquired at very high spatial resolution (2.5m/pixel and less) was compared to LAI value directly measured in the fields, in an oil-palm plantation providing a large variability of ages and materials. It displayed a very strong linear correlation at the oil-palm tree level, which is found also at the tree scale but with higher dispersion. Two linear models were then calibrated between the ground-truth LAI in one hand and the remotely sensed Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) on the other hand. These models respectively predict the LAI with a precision of 0.5 at the block level and 0.9 at the tree scale. They can be applied directly to the satellite multispectral image pixels or to the relevant digitalized objects, to quickly and easily provide LAI maps of the whole plantation, either at the block scale or at the tree level. Such maps are a relevant tool for agronomists as well as plantation managers, either integrated in a SIG, in a crop model, or directly used as a fieldwork tool: it allows monitoring vegetation growth and crop stresses, even at the intraparcellar scale.

Remote sensing at very high resolution thus reveals abilities for the development of new tools towards precision farming in large oil-palm industrial
plantation, helping a management aiming at lowering fertilizers spreading, and resulting pollutions, without productivity loss.
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